committee report shows

French Hall wants improvements

by Bill Masterson
Newswriter

With the intent of securing needed changes in the design of health, safety and proper conditions to be caused in French Hall, Improvements Committee has prepared and submitted a detailed report of conditions in French Hall. The report was prepared at the suggestion of Robert M. Bay, director of housing services.

The report, prepared by Committee Advisor David Rosenfeld, Chairman Peter E. Lapointe, Co-chairman Dr. Leonard Benfield and Secretary Michael Cerveny, specified the necessity for physical and health education, aided in arranging facilities for the program.

Co-chairmen of this year’s “COOL NEWS” Greek Week event, senior political science major and member of Phi Kappa Theta fraternity, John Leopold, and senior English major and member of Theta Phi Alpha, Mary Ballenger, majoring in political science, expressed their desire for the community service project. They mentioned that the theme chosen was “Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity.

At Raymond Walters

Ecologists hold ‘Teach-in’

The Raymond Walters Branch of the University of Cincinnati is sponsoring a month-long environmental teach-in, from April 2 to April 29.

According to Mrs. Judith Schulte, an instructor in Biology at Raymond Walters, the teach-in will “focus on current critical environmental problems.

Highlights of the program will include seminars, movies and panel discussions. All events are free to the public. With the exception of a few instances, all activities will be held in the auditorium. Seminars will be conducted on the following topics:

- Awareness on their true feelings, the core of your own
- It befits the best-seller “Joy” and founder of Esalen Institute, delivered to the campus.
- The session consisted of a string of presentations and discussions.
- The Raymond Walters Branch of the University of Cincinnati is sponsoring a month-long environmental teach-in, from April 2 to April 29.
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Schtz addresses ‘mini-encounter groups’ en masse

by Jon Reich
NR Staff Reporter

"Talk about your feelings — not those of ‘We’re going to kill them how you really feel, what’s inside you. Sometimes people don’t say ‘I don’t know.’ That’s the kind of instructions Dr. Ronald Schulte, author of the best-seller ‘Joy’ and founder of Esalen Institute, delivered to the campus.
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Theatrical performance of interaction exercises designed to focus the participants’ awareness on their fears, anxieties and perceptions, and on those of others, as well as themselves.

It leaves you wondering whether it is a good idea to say ‘I don’t know.’
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Faculty members must live with inadequacies

by Bob Taft

"It is an outrage for a faculty member to have to work in an office that he is not allowed to occupy," said an irate occupant of 423B, A-1 Cincinnati Center last Wednesday night. "I have been in the same room for five years." The room is a faculty office that was previously occupied by the late William F. Jenike, Assistant Professor of English, and whose successor is again occupying the office.

Many faculty members must contend with inadequate office space. Numerous offices in the college, according to a faculty representative, have experienced occupants who have occupied the same office for a considerable length of time. Problems include inadequate space, lack of a private office, and the necessity of sharing an office with another faculty member.

One faculty member, who has been occupying the same office for five years, is concerned with the lack of a private office. He states that he has not been able to work effectively in the office because of the noise and distractions. He also mentions that he has been denied a private office due to the lack of available space.

Another faculty member, who has been occupying the same office for two years, is concerned with the lack of adequate space. He states that he has been unable to work effectively due to the small size of his office. He also mentions that he has been denied a private office due to the lack of available space.

The University's Office of Planning and Budgeting is currently working on a plan to address the issue of inadequate office space. The plan includes the allocation of funds for the renovation of existing offices and the construction of new offices.

Chaos, confusion reign in Friday's symposium

by Jon Reich

A symposium on "Activating Creative Education" began as part of the Spring Arts Festival Friday afternoon in the Losantov House. The event, which was titled "The Grateful Dead," brought their music to the Armatory Field.

The event was organized by the Intergovernment Affairs Committee, which is responsible for coordinating the Spring Arts Festival. The committee was able to secure a permit from the University and the community.

The speakers for the event were scheduled to speak about the importance of creativity and its role in education. However, the event was marred by confusion and chaos, which led to the cancellation of the event.

The event was scheduled to begin at 1 p.m., but the speakers began arriving late. The speakers were expected to speak for 30 minutes each, but the event continued for over two hours. The event was also marred by technical difficulties, including a power outage and a malfunctioning sound system.

The event was intended to be a celebration of creativity and its role in education, but it was marred by confusion and chaos, which led to the cancellation of the event. The University's Office of Planning and Budgeting is currently working on a plan to address the issue of inadequate office space. The plan includes the allocation of funds for the renovation of existing offices and the construction of new offices.

French Hall President says we are working for necessities

(Continued from page 1)

what we can do with it, then see where we go from there."

The opportunity was not with a seat in the marriage of a board or the opportunity to sit in the beauty of the University. It was the opportunity to sit in the beauty of the University and the community. The opportunity to sit in the beauty of the University and the community is not only an inconvenience, but is a form of "socialization."
Richard Barrett receives Law Award

Richard M. Barrett, senior in the University of Cincinnati's College of Law, has been named winner of the annual "United States Law Week" award at the college.

The prize is given to the graduating student who has made the most satisfactory progress during the past year. Valued at $100, it consists of a year's complimentary subscription to "Law Week," which reports important new court decisions and federal agency rulings and all Supreme Court opinions.

Barrett, 95 West 24 North Bend Rd., holds bachelor and master of science degrees from Xavier University, and a degree in law from the University of Cincinnati's College of Law. He is currently serving on the appellate court of the Ohio Supreme Court.

All students can buy their CINCINNATIAN registration forms at the T.U.C. ticket office for one dollar. Hurry available at branches; see the dean.

---

Schutz—If you meet someone do whatever you feel like doing

(Continued from page 1) paraphernalia that hamper the body and so you to the waste of time and deadlines. Stop smoking, sit down, relax, get comfortable.

Then it begins. Schutz asks you to look at your eyes and feel the sodium "oom" over and over, breathe deeply, count the vibrations just roll out of you, feel the whole ball humming with energy. It builds to a crescendo, hundreds humming as loud as the room, then suddenly—quiet.

Eyes still closed, you stand up and begin milling around. "If you meet someone, just do whatever you feel like doing with them," says the schutz leader. "Your eyes will do the rest." And so it is. In the course of a few minutes, you will find yourself chatting up a stranger, talking about your life, your dreams, your fears, your desires, your hopes.

You do verbal and non-verbal exercises. Tell how you feel. Touch each other's hand. Feel your own body. Look for the three points of light inside you and outside you and see how they can be connected. Feel the flow of energy from one to the other. Feel the energy you are creating. Feel the energy you are absorbing. Feel the energy you are giving off.

It feels good. You tell each other about the things that you are feeling, the things that you are thinking. You are discovering that you are not alone, that you are not by yourself.

But can you trust each other? Can you trust the other person to take care of you? Can you trust the other person to protect you? Can you trust the other person to love you?

We only ask for the chance to have our diamond experts sit down with you, fully explain our diamond savings program down with you, fully explain our diamond savings program.

The students with whom we have had the opportunity to work have been able to save an average of 50%. So can you. If you're considering an engagement ring, let us give you a chance to save money at the same time.

Call 332-1329 for an appointment at your convenience.

Collegiate Diamond Importers...at the Regency

Changes in freshman orientation to include midsummer program

Mr. Charles Evans, bishop, mayor of Fayette, Mississippi, and brother of the slain civil rights leader Medgar Evers, will not speak in the Great Hall Thursday as previously scheduled. His talk, on "Contemporary Problems and the Law," has been tentatively rescheduled for April 21.

The free lecture is sponsored co-operatively by the T.U.C. Special Events Committee, the Cultural Events Committee and the Law School.

Memories," said Tom Daly, president of Men's Advisory System. "Men's and Women's Advisory Systems, in conjunction with Orientation Board, will be sponsoring a completely new format for freshman orientation. Beginning in July, all incoming male freshmen will be invited to spend one night in Calhoun Hall. Pre-admission registration, campus and college orientation, and luncheons will make up the day's activities.

Approximately 200 freshmen per day will be under the guidance of 12 full-time student orientation leaders (SOL). Each freshman will pay $12 for the room in Calhoun and all meals.

Last year's orientation was held in the summer and, according to Daly approximately 95% of the freshmen and their parents who commented on the program last year recommended that it be continued this year.

Following the summer orientation will be a one day orientation in the fall. This will include campus tours and a total college orientation.

Petitions for the advisory system are available at the offices of the Dean of Men and the Dean of Women at the University Center Information Desk. Two hundred student advisors are needed for next year, with the only requirement being a 2.0 accru.

Those students who want to petition for the SOL positions should get in touch with the Orientation Board through the Dean of Men's office.

---

NICK WUNDER SENATE FROM BUS.

ZAKEM NOW

VOTE FOR BRIAN ZAKEM APRIL 14TH STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT & 15TH

KAREN SOWDER A&S SENATE

Left to right: Pat Higgins, Ben Rhoads, Marcia DelMar

Ben Rhoads selects his fiancee's diamond ring...and saves 50%. So can you. If you're considering an engagement ring, you can save 50% — or more — on the fine quality diamonds of your choice... from CDI.

CDI is the nation's largest firm selling diamond jewelry exclusively to college students. Because of our unique marketing program, we offer college exceptional savings on fine quality diamonds. Additionally, since Cincinnati is our home office and we market test in this area, U.C. students have the opportunity of saving at least 50% (in many instances, much more!)

Purchase your engagement ring the smart CDI way... by choosing from hundreds of beautiful diamonds...then selecting your mounting. You know your diamond's true weight and you're never stuck with hidden imperfections.

Select from our many custom designs or we'll custom design for you.

We only ask for the chance to have our diamond experts sit down with you, fully explain our diamond savings program, and help you make a wise decision on this important investment. Diamonds shown by appointment only.

Purchase your engagement ring the smart CDI way... by choosing from hundreds of beautiful diamonds...then selecting your mounting. You know your diamond's true weight and you're never stuck with hidden imperfections.

Select from our many custom designs or we'll custom design for you.

We only ask for the chance to have our diamond experts sit down with you, fully explain our diamond savings program, and help you make a wise decision on this important investment. Diamonds shown by appointment only.

Terms available — no carrying charge
Call 321-2396 for an appointment at your convenience.

Collegiate Diamond Importers...at the Regency

RECORDS FROM THE UNDERGROUND

1. "Great White Wonder" (2 L.P.'s) ... $7.77
2. Bob Dylan's "Stealing" ... $4.44
3. Glass's "Tap" ... $4.44
4. Beatles "Kum Back" ... $4.44
5. Beatles "Silver Album" ... $4.44
6. John Birch Society Blues ... $4.44

LARGE SELECTION — BEST PRICES

Goodie's Discount Records

229 W. McMillan
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219

"YOU NEVER HEARD IT SO GOOD!"
Ombudsman priorities

At this time, a joint student-faculty committee is in the process of evaluating petitions submitted by those who wish to be nominated for University ombudsman. What the committee must concern itself with now are priorities in the qualifications for this office.

The committee has suggested two main qualifications: the nominee must have complete knowledge of all University regulations, and must be able to effectively communicate with all members of the University community.

Unfortunately, these specifications are too general for effective use in this situation. What is required is commitment to particular requirements. First, by employing even a broad interpretation of the above, they must limit choices to individuals who, in the committee's opinion, would be unwise to appoint anyone from outside the university.

The main chosen should be personally familiar with members of the administration, particularly those responsible Dr. Thomas Bonner, Provost for Academic Affairs and Dean of Students Jim Scully, as well as the entire realm of collegiate deans and department chairmen.

These are the offices a student would most frequently need contact with.

It is questionable whether an undergraduate student with a full academic program could seriously expect to have the time to develop such relationships but to simultaneously devote himself to his tasks.

In the same vein, it would also be somewhat improbable that such an individual would apply himself collectively, unless he could release himself from his academic responsibilities.

The best candidate might be a faculty member, perhaps one who has served on the executive committee of the faculty, or at least someone with extensive experience on several faculty committees.

Regardless of the particular classification of the individual, it is incumbent upon the committee to search for a clearly qualified candidate, not just fragments of it.

In addition this year, it will be much easier for students to continue to select by this method. Now it's that time of year again, when a fresh group of students will choose the Student Body President. For some, the choice for whom to vote is difficult at this time to pick a winner in the race for Student Body President comes at a time crucial for the preservation of a balance between liberty and authority which is compatible with an academic environment.

Both campus and off-campus students over the nomination of university candidates, with the rhetoric and tactics of student government answers student governmental problems. Often we suggest for those who are marginally interested in student government, that in a modern campus in greater profusion than ever before, freedom from apathy should be their ultimate goal.

Last year, when a student with a B.A. degree from a liberal arts college was appointed, editor, leaving the A&S, 1973-

"(Continued on page 5)
As the controversy rages over the marijuana legalization issue, it seems very odd that so many intelligent people tend to minimize the relevance of a similar question of the not too distant past.

In 1919 the federal government outlawed the use of any alcohol for the purpose of human consumption. Its reason: that alcohol is detrimental to the human body and would only serve to disgust society. However, in the face of overwhelming popular opinion and widespread unremorse of the law, the government repealed it.

The anti-prohibitionists got their way, but we all are paying the price. 30,000 traffic deaths last year caused by drinkers. Social aspects are almost as appalling. Five million alcoholics, and countless millions of irresponsible acts committed after the consciousness has been anesthetized by alcohol.

The ramifications of legal marijuana are analogous to alcohol. Although it is not physically addictive, a psychological dependence on marijuana can develop, a potential problem at least as serious as alcoholism. Also, the chemicals in marijuana can cause hallucinations and interfere with normal motor coordination in the same manner as alcohol.

You can light up a joint almost anywhere, anytime; it only takes a minute or two. If people on our highways would drive sober and not use in drinking, we might in some small bit of a way.

Theoretically, a printing press or a typewriter will work fine for the machinery. The "not as bad as alcohol" argument gets weak when applied to the automobile, for certainly it would be impossible to enforce a "no one smoking and driving" law.

Even the least potent domestic variety of marijuana has been proven to distort perception and judgment—both so necessary in the safe operation of motor vehicles. Anything less than 100 per cent control of the faculties present on a widespread scale would multiply the carnage on our highways.

But like a child arguing for a lollipop before supper, they turned it full and comprehended the whole picture. The "not as bad as alcohol" argument gets weak when applied to the automobile, for certainly it would be impossible to enforce a "no one smoking and driving" law.

Letters: Staff not (Continued from page 4)

they had at least one qualified person running for editor. Board of Publications apparently decided we were not capable of deciding that and in short are trying to show someone down our throats—that we didn't want. Because of the many concerned members of the News Record staff that took their time to go to the Senate meeting Wednesday night, the Senate sent the bill to the Inter-governmental Affairs Committee for investigation on two main points:

1. Was the procedure for the election in accordance to the Board of Publications constitution and

2. Can the nominee take over as editor-in-chief before the appointed time.

The committee will not make a decision but will present their findings to the senate to be voted on tomorrow night.

I have been told by Richard Kates, a member of Board of Publications, that "the Board debated for two hours that a number of the decision on the staff of the Board on tomorrow night.

MARIJUANA?

Steve Simms

As the controversy rages over the marijuana legalization issue, it seems very odd that so many intelligent people tend to minimize the relevance of a similar question of the not too distant past.

In 1919 the federal government outlawed the use of any alcohol for the purpose of human consumption. Its reason: that alcohol is detrimental to the human body and would only serve to disgust society. However, in the face of overwhelming popular opinion and widespread unremorse of the law, the government repealed it.

The anti-prohibitionists got their way, but we all are paying the price. 30,000 traffic deaths last year caused by drinkers. Social aspects are almost as appalling. Five million alcoholics, and countless millions of irresponsible acts committed after the consciousness has been anesthetized by alcohol.

The theoretic...
Kearns, Winters emphasize Greek theme of ‘We are but one’

There will be an important meeting of the Pi Delta Epsilon chapter of U.C. today at 7 p.m. in Room 415 of the Tangeman University Center. Mortar Board will tap its spring class at 12:15 p.m. on Thursday, April 16, in the Engineering Quadrangle. The tapping is open to the public.

Your Insurance Counselor
Nicholas J. Orphan
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company
Springfield, Massachusetts Organized 1851

Norelco can shave you closer than a blade, and count how many times it does it.

The heads actually float, to follow the curves of your face. They go in where your face curves in, and out where your face curves out. And because the blades are rotary, they shave your beard in every direction at once. (If you don’t think that means anything, feel your face. Feel how your beard grows in different directions on different parts of your face?) The Norelco Tripleheader also has a pop-up trimmer, so you can see exactly what you’re trimming.

It has a Charge Indicator that lights up when it’s charging. It has a Shave Counter to count your shaves.

The Rechargeable Tripleheader has 18 self-sharpening rotary blades, inside of 3 Microgroove™ shaving heads.

The torchlight parade, scheduled to begin Thursday evening at 6:30, will leave the campus main gate and proceed north on Clifton to St. Clair. The parade will move east on St. Clair, turn right on Woodside and proceed directly to Nippert Stadium, Winters said.

Failure to include the parade in last year’s program, plus generally bad weather during the week, contributed to a general feeling of disappointment. The aid for more widespread participation in this year’s schedule has also caused the fraternities and sororities to invite non-Greeks to their traditional exchange dinners. “Normally people from different Greek houses went around to different houses and got to meet new people,” Winters said. “But this year we started inviting also the independents and residence hall people. So we invited all the residence hall officers and all the resident advisers.”

Despite the work of Winters and his co-chairman, Karie Kearns, the Greek Week has run into its share of problems. “We were hoping for Senator Muskie,” the chairman of

(Continued on page 10)

KARI KEARNS
Gary WINTERS

SOPH. CLASS TRÉAS.

WRIGHT SLACKS
ARE FOR LOOKING
GOOD

Wright Slacks are for looking good on the hanger and on you. The secret? Fit. So if you want good fashion in the season’s newest colors and fabrics, think Wright. Wright Slacks . . . try them on for size at any good store.

wright slacks
Space problems--

(Continued from page 2)

office and one desk for 22 graduate assistants. Our department head said, "In Mcelhenny Hall we average two faculty members per office. In at least three of these offices it is almost impossible for a student to find a place to sit when both faculty members are present."
The Economics Department accommodates 25 graduate assistants in a room also scheduled for classes.

One professor pointed to the physical condition of his office as another hindrance to their efficiency. "There is no ventilation in this room, but if I leave the door open I feel like a gold fish in the glass bowl." Romance Languages and Literatures said, "Over 20 of our faculty members....

Jenike sees major relief of the crowded office conditions next fall. Completion of the Brddie Engineering-Science Complex will increase academic space 15 to 20 per cent, said Jenike.
The Administration does not know yet how much additional office space will result from the completion of the Brddie Complex.

Office space has become more critical than the Administration anticipated because construction delays have pushed back completion dates of the Brodie Complex.

After the Brodie Complex is occupied, the Biology and Chemistry Buildings, and Swift Hall will be renovated, thereby increasing the amount of office space.

Robert Sommier in his book, Personal Space, said, "The price paid in adopting to unorganizational environments may be difficult to estimate in money, sickness, inefficiency and turnover, but it is too high if we can design congenial environments."
Freshmen leapers lead squad as thimbles open spring season

by Marc Kahn
Assistant Sports Editor

The youthful U.C. track squad, under the leadership of Coach Paul Aaron, successfully opened the spring season with a victory over the Bearcats in five and a half hours of track contests showing in the Kentucky Relays.

Final score was 41 over 155, Wednesday, April 8th, or 47% of the Bearcats, who were on the tour on the ground, said Callahan.

One of those men who must move the ball is Jesse Taylor, shown here gunning solid ground against Williams and Mary.

Duffers bow to Ohio State

Kepler Invitational new agist list

A strong second round by Ohio State, 73-77-82-76, 292, included the field as far as any Ohio State's 279.

Medallists for first place were Ralph Strickland, first, 73; Bill Hawkins, second, 74; and Craig Taylor, third, 77.

Low man for Coach William Schwarzbach's inalsman was Geoff Hensley. He paired rounds of 76 and 81 for a 157 total, low enough for him to capture a fourth place.

Rounds of 78-72 for 160 total earned Bill Hawkins a second low score, 154, dwarfing the second five Ohio State's 163. Hawkins ended second, 74, behind Hawkins, 151, in 158.

Low man for Coach William Schwarzbach's inalsman was Geoff Hensley. He paired rounds of 76 and 81 for a 157 total, low enough for him to capture a fourth place.

The final score was Ohio State, 70, 77, U.O., 78, and Cincinnati, 107.

Medallists for first place were Ralph Strickland, first, 73; Bill Hawkins, second, 74; and Craig Taylor, third, 77.

Low man for Coach William Schwarzbach's inalsman was Geoff Hensley. He paired rounds of 76 and 81 for a 157 total, low enough for him to capture a fourth place.

Weathermen strike again

As the monsoon season sweeps Ohio, it takes in a roll of important games from the U.C. basketball league.

The most recent victim of nature's cruelty - occurred in the young season.

The Cats 'travei' southward to Lexington, Ky., last weekend and returned home with a 2-5 record.

The Cats traveled southward to Lexington, Ky., last weekend and returned home with a 2-5 record.

The only other win for U.C. was against Michigan State, 75-70, in the first place finishes in the long jump.

Aside from making printable newspaper copy and friendly bar room discussions, pre-season predictions serve no earthly purpose whatsoever.

This match will serve as an excellent warm-up to a second weekend's Kepler Invitational which will be played at the same course, and will feature 16 teams, many of them from the Big Ten, added Schwarzbach.

Indiana St., however, will be on the agenda for the Bearcats duumfer when they host the Sycamores Tuesday at Kentucky Country Club.

"Goat," said Coach Callahan. "Boy, they really ought to go back to the old 1914 game schedule, it made the season much better, but it was a one-more-than-middle-place finish. We'll have to live with that."

As we return to the subject of predictions, Joe Fan America's backbone, both at the factory and in front of a television set, their insights are needed more than ever. Why not let him off the hook, bring the hot dog off the grill, and go with the flow. It's the best thing to do.

"The only other win for U.C. was against Michigan State, 75-70, in the first place finishes in the long jump."

The Cats traveled southward to Lexington, Ky., last weekend and returned home with a 2-5 record.
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Ousley’s relief work sparks Cincy

by Jeff Silverberg
NR Sports Writer

As a graduating senior, Jim Ousley doesn’t have to worry about spring football practice this year. And Bearcat baseball coach Glenn Sample is ecstatic about the addition of the ex-quarterback to his diamond squad. The reason for Sample’s pleasure is the brilliant performance Ousley turned in yesterday afternoon in Toledo. U.C. had dropped the first game of a double-header, and found themselves in danger of blowing a three-run lead in the nightcap. Toledo had scored once, and coaches by only one vote. MacMurray’s all-opponent squad.
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Potential UC students introduced to campus life

Campus stations compete, WFB vs Calhoun's WGDI

Although WFB is recognized as the official U.C. radio station, there is a second amateur radio station on campus. The station is WGDI, operating since 1967 out of Calhoun Hall. WFB's greatest hope is to someday be designated as another "official campus station."

Founded by two disgruntled, ex-FIB jocks, it has existed since 1967 mainly on the strength of solicitation and determination shown by its student sponsors. Starting out with a budget of "whatever we could find in our pockets," GDI has put together an own game-sound. Actually in found out what we were doing where WGDI has no authorization wrong after we did it. "As yet to broadcast," stated a student. "We usually WFIB comes into other areas solicit advertising." contiriu~ed,"Actually there is a second amateur broadcasting. audiences are indicative of many strides toward success. WGDI's answer to this question on their lines through the phone boxes, must hear us."

From the phone company to run through at least once a day. They Calhoun Hall (and possibly other Tangeman's University) Sales and Solicitation Board, to another "official campus ourselves as amateurs" they are WGDI, operating since 1967 out WFIB General Manager stated'.

The many commuters enrolled in a roughly, estimated 5,400." actually, WFIB does, reach a difference in figures. Although no study has ever proved unavailable, and was I?-0t week and they're going to give us speaker. , concert, according to Winters. "At days," Winters said. But Muskie with United Artists for the last cancellation of the Greek Week which-it may be "Boys in the House" at U.C. to more than 390 potential freshmen and their parents were then invited to a question and answer session while the students went to programs in the various colleges. To highlight the evening the students were invited to a boating lunch aboard the "Chaperone." Although the boat couldn't move due to the high river there was plenty to do inside. A gambling casino, films, and a dance were available to finalize the glimpse of U.C. life."

Premier movie to replace concert for Greek Week

Although first one group was rejected for breaking previous engagements, and then a scheduled replacement group canceled. "Wives and Wives" was with United Artists for the last week they're going to give us a premier movie" to replace the concert, according to Winters. "At this time they won't tell us which—it may be "Boys in the Band" or "Women in Love"—but it will be a premiere. Among other scheduled events are talks by faculty members following one of the dishes, the "Greek goddess" contest on April 10, and the traditional Greek games and chariot races, scheduled for Nimper Stadium at noon on April 11.

"I think we've got candidates from all but three of the fraternities right now," according to the chairman. One of the fraternities is its contestant disqualified by Dean of Women's Office on the basis of her grade average. Additionally, black fraternities have had a problem entering candidates because "the rules that Panhelion's Council formulated upon us said that the Greek house candidates had to be a minority girl," Winters said. Only one black actress is participating in Greek Week, limiting potential choices for the goddess candidate.

The League of Women Voters is sponsoring a nationwide petition drive April 13-22, asking for Congressional representation for citizens of Washington, D.C.

On May 6 the petition will be presented to the House of Representatives as part of the League's national convention. Any student who wishes to help circulate a petition can contact Miss Melvin Denison at 961-3811.
Station may challenge supremacy of official campus broadcasters

(Continued from page 10)
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Station may challenge supremacy of official campus broadcasters

We do our thing; they do theirs.

There is no conflict of interest, concluded the WGDI General Manager.

Interfraternity Council will sponsor a booth outside the Rhine Room all week for those who wish to sign up for spring rush. The booth will be open from 10-2 p.m. Also, those who are interested may sign up in the IFC office in T.UC.

Armageddon, one of the most controversial groups now on tour, will present a concert at 8:00 p.m. in Wilson Auditorium, Wednesday, April 8. This group of students and professionals who make up Armageddon have come together with the specific purpose of communicating through song and dialogue their solution to the questions many students are asking today.

Traveling as part of Campus Crusade for Christ International, Armageddon is not a religious college show, but the proponent of a new lifestyle. Their frank approach to a real and vital subject has helped many university men and women in their honest search for truth. One student commented after hearing Armageddon's concert, "All the top professional groups have exploded my mind with questions, but Armageddon, with its exciting new beat, has for the first time, satisfied me with answers."

Would you believe that Alexanders now has kosher corned beef, pastrami, and salami all on one sandwich? 

... well, would you believe just pastrami and salami? 

... maybe just kosher corned beef? 

... potato chips and a pickle?

Put Ons

Slip into this Norfolk sport coat and "class up" the balmy days we're having. Our "Squire Collar" 7-7 shirt with a foulard tie will set it off. Flare slacks, naturally, and a slip-on buckle shoe.

The XI Commandments

I Thou Shalt Worship Only One God
II Thou Shalt Keep Holy The Sabbath
III Thou Shalt Not Take The Lords Name in Vain
IV Thou Shalt Honor Thy Father And Mother
V Thou Shalt Not Kill
VI Thou Shalt Not Commit Adultery
VII Thou Shalt Not Steal
VIII Thou Shalt Not Bear False Witness Against Thy Neighbour
IX Thou Shalt Not Covet Thy Neighbours Wife
X Thou Shalt Not Covet Thy Neighbours Goods

XI Thou Shalt Elect Macejko Senior Class Secretary

The University Shop

She's featuring a new Put On by Cottager. This one's a striped cotton knit with convertible collar and front zipper. Cottager's very big with us. Come in and see our spring selection. It's heavy!
Moore's announces formation of young Ohioans for Lukens at UC

In a recent press conference Lew Moore, a sophomore at the University of Cincinnati, announced the formation of a campus chapter of Young Ohioans for Lukens for Governor at the University of Cincinnati. Moore, an editor of the campus newspaper and officer of the campus Young Republican Club, noted that "Congressman Lukens is the only Republican candidate for Governor who can appeal to the youth of Ohio. His forthright approach to issues which interest students, his willingness to listen to young ideas and his dynamic energy as Ohio's youngest Congressman make him an immensely popular figure among students.

Moore then introduced Gregory F. Rose, a freshman from Hamilton, Ohio, as the campus coordinator. Noting the importance of certain issues to college students, Rose said, "Pollution, education, mental health--these are recognized by students as crucial issues in Ohio's future. The fact that Congressman Lukens views them with similar concern is heartening to many students. His emphasis on pollution control, improved education and better care for the mentally ill is a primary factory in mobilizing support among young people."

Rose remarked that the campus campaign was already active at the University of Cincinnati. "We have already begun a campus opinion poll and voter registration drive. We hope to gain approximately 500 votes in the primary from eligible upper-class voters at U.C."

Further, Rose said that over 100 students had already volunteered to campaign for Congressman Lukens and that the campus organization was cooperating with the Hamilton County Lukens Committee, J. Howard Sundeman Jr., Hamilton County Lukens Chairman, welcomed the U.C. Young Ohioans for Lukens as "a great asset to the campaign in Hamilton County."

The appointments of Moores as campus chairman and Rose as campus coordinator were made by Jim Hays, chairman of the State Young Ohioans for Lukens.

Zakem's Direct Line

Publish or perish questioned

Complaint, suggestion, question on... Hang-up, Write Brian Zakem's Direct Line, 1040 Towanda Terrace, Cincinnati, Ohio 45216. Name and college position required. Name will be withheld on request. Sponsor-Student Senate.

Q. What is your view of the University's policy toward "Publish or Perish?" Do you think for example, that a competent advisor and teacher should advance in the University and with the same merit given his contemporaries in the same field? Who publishes heavily? If not, what is your alternative suggestion?

Mrs. John S. Warren, Special Student, A&S.

A. "The University of Cincinnati does not have a publish or perish policy. There is no rigid schedule of numbers of publications per period of time which must be met or if a faculty member's appointment is to be renewed or if he is to receive tenure. Rather, our process of faculty evaluation is quite broad. The standards which the Provost's Office recommends were set forth in our letter to the faculty, dated May 21, 1969. In brief, they are as follows:

1) A faculty member is expected to demonstrate as a teacher. This not only involves classroom performance, but also includes such activities as advising, thesis supervision and individual conference work.
2) The faculty member should be a productive and creative participant in the affairs of his own field of experience. This usually involves research or scholarship which leads to publication. It may, however, be embodied in works of art, participation in community affairs or professional activities related to his discipline.
3) Campus Service: A faculty member is expected to participate meaningfully in the affairs of his department, college and the University. Although in most cases this will only consume a minor portion of an individual's time, in some instances outstanding contributions here may offset deficiencies in other aspects of his total campus activity.

4) Community Service: Many faculty members are active in community affairs in ways not closely related to their own fields of specialization. Significant contributions here are of value to the University and the community as a whole and are viewed favorably in considering a faculty member's total performance. Anyone interested in a more detailed statement of these principles may secure a copy of the May 21 letter from my office.

Robert H. Wessel
Vice Provost for Graduate Studies
NR'S LITERARY LINES

Epitaph to an Affaire

Something is missing; like a painting
Of a face with no features ...
No eyes to gaze into, no mouth to smile ...
It is apparent that we never existed,
But lived only in a world of fantasy,
A world in which clouds never obscured the sun.

Then, as an instant gust of wind, beauty once existed in splendor.
I am gone to seek a certain Infinitely alone, I turn to no one for contemplation .As who can they be that are able that rewards with beauty and desire, Pain stabs like a knife thrown and as quickly as a cloud shuts out the moon, Cold become the veins.
In which warmth once flowed.
Dead became the love never born.
-Michael Wahl

A tear tries to form and finally succeeds, Sealing in forever The sunshine which once radiated from within.
-Michael C. Wierwille

Earth

You, misty vapors of sun soaked afternoons, rural grassy hilltops and lovely green pastures, loved the days, grew through evenings alone, together ... fresh youthful years, seasons ago rooted in my memory and years; fertile soil replenished by our living souls.

Lapped Pause
Give me a purple increment And let me push it up and down, A little better understanding Would make the time and town; But when you buy an ancient gap, Understanding can't be found, And deeds you do the instant can put you in the ground.

Evolving Syllables
With bands of ivory on my wrists, And rings of rubied gold on slender fingers
To reflect the paleness of a rounded moon, I walked among the many friends This world has tried to give me; Upon the steps of summer, I stopped a while to gaze at Heat waves in the sand;

Advice
There was a student Quite studious and good. He worked hard and Had a girl he wooed.

By the advisor who sought "Perhaps the kid'll go away." Graciously a short talk Was short. A useless chat That touched on all things Finally turning to that. The problem stated. There was a bush. Then the voice that Ponderously gave the brush. "There is a bush. There is a hedge. There is a wall. Go bang your head." The lecture concluded There was naught to do. The student, studious

And good, arose with "Adieu". All is past, All is calm. The student, studious and good, Lies without a problem; He lies dozed to be cool. The advisor, on high still, Pours a toast to wisdom! Advice, splencty, there was. But why give it to someone?
It is so easy to give, Just the right voice, Just the right unser, Just the right choice: "There is a bush. There is a hedge. There is a wall. Go bang your head."

What did you say about our little sister?

Coca-Cola and they are absolu-tely full of brand equity. Just ask the people at the Coca-Cola Company.

Just that she's mad about the refreshing taste of Coca-Cola. It has the taste you never get tired of. That's why things go better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke.

LAHRMANN PHARMACY

169 W. McMILLAN ST.
PHONE: 861-2121
FREE DELIVERY

Head & Shoulders

REG SIZE LOTION JAR OR TUBE
YOUR CHOICE 69¢ 
VALUES TO $1.15

63/4 oz. FAMILY SIZE 69¢
REG OR DRY $1.09 VALUES

69¢

17 OZ.
FAMILY SIZE 

SCOPE

PRELL CONCENTRATED

...in the neatly unbreakable size

69¢

Family Size 89¢

WE RESERVE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
Good News isn’t. It is a record on Columbia that suffers from about as many faults as are possible while remaining saleable. The music itself consists of a guitar and violin cello – nice combination. The voices, however, are vaguely similar to Jim Kwatin and Geo Muldaur doing an imitation of the Everly Brothers with croaks. Add the bad vocals to the good instrumentation and you get a nasty incoherence. This incoherence is worsened by attempting to make every cut a piece of soothing music. The songs have the unfortunate quality of all sounding alike. Musically and, nearly as bad, philosophically the same trend continues throughout the record.

The many possible effects of the guitar – cello combination are held to a bare minimum. Each follows the same rhythm pattern, has the same instrumental-vocal interplay, and says the same thing. The philosophy is straight Christian, all kinds of nice lyrics about prayer and revolution, there’s even a piece on the power of non-violence and love. It’s so Christian it even refers to God as “the Word”. The entire thing might have been conceived by a good natured man in an attempt to “turn youth on to Christ and the Bible”. No offense to the Christians, but for 45 minutes and 16 seconds of Biblical drivel by poor voices press the limits of endurance. The record lacks the spontaneity necessary for a successful album. Indeed, the entire thing seems forced. The lyrics are sometimes couched in Middle English, even when they are understandable, they are meaningless. There seems to be a lack of polish prevalent in the set; perhaps there was a deadline to meet and no further recording or mixing sessions could be scheduled. A manager may have

(Continued on page 15)

The above has been produced as a four-color poster for display in stores. Courtesy of Bloodrock, who, like the rest of us, remember the 60’s, and hope for a more peaceful decade to come. Perhaps then the music will be more gentle.

ST-435

on Capitol, record & tape produced by Terry Knight

BE IN STYLE

Put Your Hair
In Style
With What You Wear

As the Esquire Barber Shop our EUROPEAN barbers can give you anything from a straight hair cut to the most up to date styling, all at MODERATE PRICES. Stop in anytime at 228 West McMillan St., or call us at 621-5060 and we will be most happy to help you.

Next to 5th/3rd Bank

BLOODROCK

ROCK (the “hard” variety) IS A REFLECTION OF THE TIMES.
BLOODROCK is simply a clearer mirror than most.

A group of five musicians from Texas. Product of the times.

We Remember
The Sixties

• Assassinations
• Race
• Riots
• Individual Violence
• Military
• Think Tanks-U.S. Defense
• Crime Rate
• Student Rebellion
• Murder Rate

RICHARD BALL
NR Entertainment Staff

Credence Clearwater Revival, Crosby Stills and Young, The Who, Joe Cocker, Moody Blues and The Rolling Stones will not appear at U.C.

They have been appearing on other campuses across the country this year.

Why not U.C.?

U.C.’s Concert Committee consists of 30 students and one faculty advisor. This body decides which groups will appear on the U.C. campus. Last year the students of U.C, were invited to the Blue Grass Andy Williams and Peter Nero. This year U.C. was endorsed by John Hartford, Herbie Mann, New York Rock & Roll Ensemble, Blind Faith, and The 5th Dimension. Hartford and Mann fell to fill Wilson, N.Y.R.R. followed suit in their appearance at the Friday night. B.S. and T. and 5th Dimension are the only groups to appear on campus before a sell-out audience.

U.C.’s Concert Committee receives a list of open dates for concerts at the beginning of each year from Campus Calendar. This in turn receive their open dates from the Athletic Department which decides when the football season is available.

“My schools like Ohio University will find the groups they want and when they’re available then clear the facility for the concert, we have to do just the opposite” said Jim Melzer, chairman of U.C. Concert Committee.

Concert Committee then evaluates what the production costs, which includes promotion, printing of tickets and the erection of chairs.

An interesting fact is that after the local Plant workers set up the chairs they charge Concert Committees for their services. These figures are considered against the potential gross of a sell-out crowd at the fieldhouse. The evaluation of production costs tells Concert Committee the number of seats they must sell to cover costs up to this point.

After production costs are considered, the agency the group committee has chosen is contacted.

“This is the first year the students on the committee are picking the groups they want. In past years the advisor made the final decision, said Melzer, a pre-senior in CCM.

This year Concert Committee has a new faculty advisor, John Schoof.

Concert Committee receives a yearly budget from Department of $1,200. This means Concert Committee must evaluate what they will have to pay the groups against the potential gross of a sell-out crowd.

At this stage, the size of the fieldhouse enters the picture. Ohio University and Miami University both recently completed new structures on their respective campuses to be used for concerts and sporting events.

MUSIC ’70 presents Die Rebete April 9 at 8:30. Admission is free.

Who plans the concerts?

Both centers seat over 12,000 people as compared to the U.C. fieldhouse which seats 8,000 people.

Presently the U.C. Concert Committee lacks the budget and facility to acquire constant popular student entertainment.

Playwright set for symposium

John Howard Lawson, pioneer Hollywood screen writer and dramatist, will be visiting lecturer April 15 and 16 at the University of Cincinnati.

Lawson will give a public lecture April 16 in the Executive Conference Room, Tangeman University Center.

Also speaking at the symposium will be Dr. Michael Porte, U.S. professor of speech and director of the University’s Communication Institute, and P. Paul Rutledge, U.C. associate professor of speech. Lawson’s campus appearance is sponsored by the University’s Cultural Events Committee.

First president of the Screen Writers Guild, Lawson was the leading playwright of satirical drama and was a Hollywood screen writer and dramatist, will be visiting lecturer April 15 and 16 at the University of Cincinnati.

Dr. Lawson will give a public lecture April 16 in the Executive Conference Room, Tangeman University Center.

He will speak on the subject “Philosophical Winks Over His Shoulder.”

Dr. Koenigswald to lecture April 11

Dr. Ralph von Koenigswald, professor of anthropology of the University of Utrecht, The Netherlands, will give a public lecture at the University of Cincinnati at 8 p.m. Saturday, April 11, in Tangeman University Center’s Great Hall.

He will speak on the subject “Pithecanthropus Winks Over His Shoulder.”

Dr. von Koenigswald explored recently in Java the original site where five skulks of Pithecanthropus erectus, an early primate known as Java man were found. Ape-like in profile, Java Man, Pithecanthropus erectus, an early primate known as Java man were found. Ape-like in profile, Java Man, Pithecanthropus erectus, an early primate known as Java man were found.

one College of Arts and Sciences and eminent professor of geology.

The lecture is under auspices of U.C.’s geology department.
At Walters Branch

Ecology teach-in scheduled

(Continued from page 1)

Two famous one act plays by Eugene Ionesco, "Les Chaises" and "La Lecon" will be presented on Thursday, April 9, matinees at 12:15, evening at 8:30, under the auspices of Alliance Francaise. The performances will be in Xavier University Center Theatre. The performers are Le Treteau de Paris, a troupe of young French actors. The production opens its 11th Annual American tour with the Two Parisian comedians.

Ionesco, avant-garde French playwright, was elected in January to the French Academy, 300 years old club of the Establishment. His play "Les Chaises" (the Chairs) deals with the theme of loneliness exemplified by an old couple whose expected visitors never come. When first produced, it infuriated Ionesco's now famous "Theatre of the Absurd." Tickets for matinee or evening are $3.50, student rate $2.50. For ticket information call 821-0790, or tickets may be had at the door.

GOOD NEWS: not acceptable

(Continued from page 15)

Ionesco plays moved to Xavier

April 29, with a lecture on "Educating Ourselves: A Teach-in" planned for the University of Cincinnati Nature Center, whose topic will be "Educating Ourselves: A Teach-in." Among these are the following events on the campus.

Tuesday, April 10 discussion of "The Little Star," showing of the movie "Silent Spring" on April 21 and 22 at one p.m., and the presentation of "Kenkow's Vanishing Wildlife" at one p.m. on April 23 and 24.

The program will conclude on April 29, with a lecture on "Chemical Pollutants in Water" by a representative of the Taft Water Research Center at one p.m.

Reparis waiting for weather

The Parking Office announced that due to inclement weather during Spring vacation, they were unable to accomplish the necessary lot repavements as previously planned. These repairs will be accomplished as soon as the weather permits.

VARSITY FLOWER SHOP
220 WEST McMILLAN
FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS
JUST CALL: 721-6027

Go ahead, cleanses the soul

IN CLEVELAND - NEAR UC CAMPUS
Features fine dry goods for American and Italian Fashions. Professional Men's and Women's Wear. Businessmen's Luncheon Daily.

Hunter's Steak House: STEAKS • SHOPS • SEA FOOD • LASAGNA
The Salad Shop: HEAT BALLS • PIZZA
RESERVATIONS AND CARRY OUT - PHONE 861-7400
PRIVATE ROOM AVAILABLE FOR GROUP LUNCHEONS OR DINNERs
ALLOW ARMAGEDDON'S ELECTRICAL SOUND TO MASSAGE YOUR EARS AND RAP WITH YOUR MIND

WILSON AUDITORIUM
Wednesday April 8
8:00 P.M.

General Adm. $2.00
Students $1.50

Tickets available at U.C. Ticket Office
presented by Campus Crusade for Christ